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Statistical Image Reconstruction Using Mixed

Poisson-Gaussian Noise Model for X-Ray CT
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Abstract—Statistical image reconstruction (SIR) methods for
X-ray CT produce high-quality and accurate images, while
greatly reducing patient exposure to radiation. When further
reducing X-ray dose to an ultra-low level by lowering the tube
current, photon starvation happens and electronic noise starts
to dominate, which introduces negative or zero values into the
raw measurements. These non-positive values pose challenges
to post-log SIR methods that require taking the logarithm of
the raw data, and causes artifacts in the reconstructed images
if simple correction methods are used to process these non-
positive raw measurements. The raw data at ultra-low dose
deviates significantly from Poisson or shifted Poisson statistics
for pre-log data and from Gaussian statistics for post-log data.
This paper proposes a novel SIR method called MPG (mixed
Poisson-Gaussian). MPG models the raw noisy measurements
using a mixed Poisson-Gaussian distribution that accounts for
both the quantum noise and electronic noise. MPG is able to
directly use the negative and zero values in raw data without
any pre-processing. MPG cost function contains a reweighted
least square data-fit term, an edge preserving regularization
term and a non-negativity constraint term. We use Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to separate the MPG
optimization problem into several sub-problems that are easier
to solve. Our results on 3D simulated cone-beam data set and
synthetic helical data set generated from clinical data indicate
that the proposed MPG method reduces noise and decreases bias
in the reconstructed images, comparing with the conventional
filtered back projection (FBP), penalized weighted least-square
(PWLS) and shift Poisson (SP) method for ultra-low dose CT
(ULDCT) imaging.

Index Terms—Statistical image reconstruction, mixed Poisson-
Gaussian noise, X-ray CT, ultra-low dose CT

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) provides high-

resolution images of anatomical structures for diagnosis

and management of human diseases. For example, CT has a

tremendous impact on cancer diagnosis and treatment. Studies

have indicated that current CT usage may be responsible for

1.5%-2% of all cancers in the U.S. [1]. Significantly lowering

radiation dosages from CT has become a growing concern
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both in the public and professional societies. Ultra-low dose

CT (ULDCT) scans that still provide suitable image quality

could significantly alleviate potential damage caused by

radiation and open new clinical applications using CT scans.

Developing CT image reconstruction methods that could

reduce patient radiation exposure while maintaining high

image quality is an important area of research. Statistical

image reconstruction (SIR) methods [2] improve the ability

to produce high-quality and accurate images, while greatly

reducing patient exposure to radiation. Further reducing dose

to an ultra-low level could be achieved by reducing the number

of projection views, causing aliasing artifacts due to under-

sampled sinograms when the number of views is too small

[3]. Lowering the X-ray tube current is an alternative approach,

but it causes photon starvation and electronic noise starts to

denominate [4]. This approach of reducing dose introduces

negative and zero values into the raw data and consequently

causes artifacts and bias in the CT images reconstructed by

methods [5] based on post-log sinograms obtained from pre-

processing of raw data.

Most SIR methods assume standard or shifted Poisson (SP)

distributions for pre-log data or assume Gaussian statistics

for post-log data. The CT measurements at ultra-low photon

counts deviate significantly from Poisson or Gaussian statis-

tics. For ULDCT imaging, the logarithm cannot be directly

taken on the raw measurements because of negative or zero

values due to electronic noise in the data acquisition systems

(DAS). To take the logarithm of noisy measurements, simple

methods, such as replacing the negatives with a small positive

value or replacing them with their absolute values, corrupt

the true statistical nature of the raw data and introduce

bias in reconstructed images [6]. Wang et al. [7] filtered

noisy measurements using an adaptive trimmed mean filter

(ATM) [8], and then replaced non-positive values in filted

measurements with a small positive value to enforce the

logarithm transform that is applied on positive numbers. The

ATM filter dynamically adjusted its parameters to adapt to

the local noise characteristics of the CT projection mea-

surements [8]. Thibault et al. [6] proposed a recursive filter

which preserves the local mean while pre-processing noisy

measurements. Before applying the recursive filter, the method

in [6] used a non-linear function to map any real valued noisy

measurements to strictly positive values. Poisson distribution

models the number of events which should be non-negative.

The SP model [9], [10] added a positive value associated

with the variance of electronic noise to the raw CT data,

but the shifted data may still have negative or zero values

for ULDCT imaging. Compound Poisson (CP) distribution

http://arxiv.org/abs/1801.09533v1
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[9], [11] that takes the polyenergetic X-rays and Poisson

light statistics in the scintillator of energy-integrating detector

into consideration has the potential to accurately model the

measurement statistics in ULDCT imaging. However, the CP

model has a complicated likelihood that hinders its direct use

in SIR methods. Furthermore, electronic readout noise leads to

a distribution that is even more complicated than a CP model.

This paper proposes a new SIR method whose data-fit term

considers the mixed Poisson-Gaussian (MPG) distribution

model for CT measurements [12], [13]. The proposed MPG

method is able to directly process negative or zero valued

raw CT measurements that contain (some, albeit limited)

information about the scanned object. We apply Alternating

Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM, also known as

split Bregman method [14]) to solve the MPG reconstruction

problem. We focus on ℓ1 regularization in this paper, but

the ADMM optimization method can be applied to MPG

with any regularization, such as the q-GGMRF regularization

[2]. We apply the proposed MPG method to ULDCT image

reconstruction, and our experimental results show the MPG

method reconstructs images with improved quality in terms of

noise, artifacts and bias, comparing with the FBP, PWLS and

SP method.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II mathemati-

cally formulates the MPG method for X-ray CT reconstruction

as a Penalized-Likelihood (PL) cost function and solves it

using ADMM. Section III reviews the PWLS and SP method

and compares the MPG method with them. Section IV presents

experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes.

II. MPG MODEL

A. Measurement Model

Quantum noise and electronic noise are the two major noise

sources in clinical X-ray CT scanners using current integrating

detectors [15], [16]. Electronic noise can be modeled as a

Gaussian random variable with mean m and variance σ2. The

offset mean m of background signals such as dark current can

be estimated using blank measurements prior to each scan

and subtracted from the measured intensity [16], [17], so we

assume m = 0 hereafter. For the case of normal clinical

exposures, the X-ray CT measurements zi are often modeled

as the sum of a Poisson distribution representing photon-

counting statistics and an independent Gaussian distribution

representing additive electronic noise, i.e.,

zi = i+ ηi (1)

where yi ∼ Poisson(ȳi(x)) and ηi ∼ N(0, σ2). yi denotes

the number of X-ray photons incident on detector for the ith
ray where i = 1, · · · , Nd, and Nd is the number of rays. σ
denotes the standard deviation of electronic noise which has

been converted to photon units [15].

For a monoenergetic source, we model the mean of X-ray

photons as [18]:

ȳi = ȳi(x) , Ii exp(−[Ax]i) (2)

where x denotes the attenuation map, and its jth element

xj is the average linear attenuation coefficient in the jth

voxel for j = 1, · · · , Np, where Np denotes the number

of voxels. A is the Nd × Np system matrix with entries

aij , and [Ax]i =
∑Np

j=1 aijxj denotes the line integral of

the attenuation map x along the ith X-ray. We treat each

Ii as known nonnegative quantities, where Ii is the incident

X-ray intensity incorporating X-ray source illumination and

the detector efficiency. Although the measurement model in

(2) ignores beam-hardening effects [19], [20], polyenergetic

measurement models that account for the source spectrum and

energy-dependent attenuation will be employed in our future

work.

B. Penalized Weighted Least Square for Poisson-Gaussian

Mixed Noise

We adopt the reweighted least square method [13], [21] to

develop a tractable likelihood function for the mixed Poisson-

Gaussian measurement model. Assuming yi and ηi are inde-

pendent, we have

E[zi] = E[yi] = ȳi (3)

and

Var[zi] = Var[yi] + Var[ηi] = ȳi + σ2. (4)

The key to the proposed method is that we approximate zi with

a normal distribution, i.e., zi ∼ N(ȳi, ȳi+σ
2). The Probability

Density Function (PDF) of zi is

P (zi;x) =
1√

2π(ȳi(x) + σ2)
e
−

(zi−ȳi(x))2

2(ȳi(x)+σ2) (5)

In this paper e(·), log (·),√· and division are all point-

wise operations. The corresponding approximate negative log-

likelihood for independent measurements zi has the form

L̄(x) = −
Nd∑

i=1

log(P (zi;x))

≡ 1

2
‖z − ȳ(x)‖2W (x) +

1

2
〈log (ȳ(x)+ σ2),1〉, (6)

where ≡ means “equal to within irrelevant constants inde-

pendent of x”, the image-dependent diagonal weight matrix

W (x) is

W (x) = diag

{
1

ȳi(x) + σ2

}
, (7)

z ∈ R
Nd and ȳ(x) ∈ R

Nd have elements of zi and ȳi(x)
respectively, σ2 ∈ R

Nd and 1 ∈ R
Nd have every element

equal to σ2 and 1 respectively, and 〈·, ·〉 is inner product.

We estimate the attenuation map x from the noisy mea-

surements z by minimizing a Penalized-Likelihood (PL) cost

function as follows:

x̂ = argmin
x

Ψ(x) (8)

Ψ(x) , L̄(x) +R(x) + χB(x), (9)

where χB is the charactistic function of the nonnegativity

constraint set B = {x : xj ≥ 0, ∀j}.

χB(x) =

{
0, x ∈ B,

+∞, x /∈ B.
(10)
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The regularization term R(x) is

R(x) = λ

Nr∑

r=1

βrψ([Cx]r) (11)

where the regularization parameter λ controls the noise and

resolution tradeoff, βr is the spatial weighting in the rth
direction [22], ψ(·) is a potential function, C ∈ R

Nr×Np is

a finite-differencing matrix and [Cx]r =
∑Np

j=1 Crjxj . The

proposed method MPG can work with any potential function,

such as Huber function and generalized Gaussian [23]. This

paper focuses on l1 norm regularization, i.e., ψr(t) = |t|.
We incorporate βr into the finite-differencing matrix C , and

rewrite the regularization term R(x) as

R(x) = λ‖Cx‖1. (12)

C. Optimization Method

We develop an optimization algorithm based on Alternating

Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to solve (8) which

is difficult to optimize directly.

1) Equivalent Reconstruction Problem: Introducing auxil-

iary variables u ∈ R
Nd ,v ∈ R

Nr ,w ∈ R
Np , we rewrite

the MPG problem (8) as the following equivalent constrained

problem:

min
x,u,v

1

2
‖ z − Ie−u

√
Ie−u + σ2

‖22 +
1

2
〈log (Ie−u + σ2),1〉

+ λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

s.t. u = Ax,v = Cx,w = x. (13)

To simplify, we reformulate (13) as the following constrained

problem, where the constraints are written as a linear trans-

form,

minx,u,v,w D(u) + λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

s.t. Px = (Ax,Cx,x)T = (u,v,w)T (14)

where

D(u) =
1

2
‖ z − Ie−u

√
Ie−u + σ2

‖22 +
1

2
〈log (Ie−u + σ2),1〉. (15)

2) Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers: We use

ADMM to solve the optimization problem in (14). For a

penalty parameter µ1, µ2, µ3 > 0, the augmented Lagrange

function of the optimization problem (14) is defined as:

L(x,u,v,w, b) = D(u) + λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

+〈b,Px− (u,v,w)T 〉+ µ1

2
||Ax− u||22

+
µ2

2
||Cx− v||22 +

µ3

2
||x−w||22 (16)

where b = (b1, b2, b3)
T , b1 ∈ R

Nd , b2 ∈ R
Nr , b3 ∈ R

Np

have the same size as Ax,Cx,x respectively. For ease of

notations, we set

1

2
‖Px− (u,v,w)T ‖2µ
:=
µ1

2
||Ax− u||22 +

µ2

2
||Cx− v||22 +

µ3

2
||x−w||22.

(17)

Given x(0), s(0) and b(0), ADMM updates the sequence

(x(j),u(j),v(j),w(j), b(j)) using






x(j+1) = 〈b(j),Px− (u(j),v(j),w(j))T 〉

+
1

2
‖Px− (u(j),v(j),w(j))T ‖2µ, (18a)

(u(j+1),v(j+1),w(j+1))

= arg min
u,v,w

L(x(j+1),u,v,w, b(j)), (18b)

b(j+1) = b(j) + µ(Px(j+1) − (u(j+1),v(j+1),w(j+1))T ).

(18c)

3) Algorithms for subproblems: Firstly, we solve (18a) to

obtain image update x(j+1). Since (18a) is quadratic and

differentiable on x, its solution has an analytical expression:

x(j+1)∗ = G−1
[
µ1A

T (u(j) − b
(j)
1 ) + µ2C

T (v(j) − b
(j)
2 )

+ µ3(w
(j) − b

(j)
3 )
]

(19)

where x(j+1)∗ represents the exact solution and G =
µ1A

⊤A+µ2C
⊤C+µ3I is nonsingular when µ3 > 0 because

I is positive definite and A⊤A and C⊤C are semidefinite

positive. Although (19) is an exact analytical solution, it is

impractical to store and invert G exactly due to its huge size

for CT reconstruction. We use the conjugate gradient (CG)

method [24] to obtain an approximate update x(j+1).

Secondly, we solve (18b) separately for u,v,w and in

parallel as follows

u(j+1) =argmin
u

D(u) + 〈b(j)1 , Ax(j+1) − u〉

+
µ1

2
‖Ax(j+1) − u‖22, (20)

v(j+1) =argmin
v
λ‖v‖1 + 〈b(j)2 ,Cx(j+1) − v〉

+
µ2

2
‖Cx(j+1) − v‖22, (21)

w(j+1) =argmin
w
χc(w) + 〈b(j)3 ,x(j+1) −w〉

+
µ3

2
‖x(j+1) −w‖22. (22)

Subproblem (20) is a smooth, differentiable, nonconvex and

separable problem. Many methods, such as Newton’s method

[25], can be used to solve the subproblem (20). Minimization

with respect to v in (21) is the proximal operator of the ℓ1
norm. We update each vj separately using soft-thresholding,

i.e.,

v(j+1) = S λ
µ2

(
Cx(j+1) +

b
(j)
2

µ2

)
, (23)

where S denotes the soft-thresholding operator. Subproblem

(22) is the projection on the set B. Let P denote the projection

operation, and then we can obtain,

w(j+1) = PB

(
x(j+1) +

b
(j)
3

µ3

)
= max

(
x(j+1) +

b
(j)
3

µ3
, 0

)
.

(24)

Thirdly, the dual variable b is updated straightforwardly as

given in (18c). We can numberically check the primal and dual
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residual for the ADMM updates (18) as the stopping criteria

[26], [27]

r(j) =




u(j) −Ax(j)

v(j) −Cx(j)

w(j) − x(j)



 , (25)

d(j) =




µ1A

T (u(j) − u(j−1))
µ2C

T (v(j) − v(j−1))

µ3(w
(j) −w(j−1))



 . (26)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the optimization algorithm of the

proposed MPG method.

Algorithm 1 MPG Algorithm

Input. x(0) , λ, µ1 , µ2, µ3.
Initial u(0) = Ax(0) ,v(0) = Cx(0), w(0) = x(0) , b(0) =
(b

(0)
1 , b

(0)
2 , b

(0)
3 ) = 0, Maxiter, tol, j = 1.

while ‖r(j)‖ > tol, ‖d(j)‖ > tol, j < Maxiter do

Solve for x(j+1) by applying CG iterations to (19).
Solve for u(j+1) by (20).

Solve for v(j+1) using (23).
Solve for w(j+1) using (24).

b
(j+1)
1 = b

(j)
1 + µ1(Ax(j+1) − u(j+1)).

b
(j+1)
2 = b

(j)
2 + µ2(Cx(j+1) − v(j+1)).

b
(j+1)
3 = b

(j)
3 + µ3(x(j+1) −w(j+1)).

j = j + 1.
end while

III. MPG COMPARED WITH SP AND PWLS

The penalized weighted least-squares (PWLS) reconstruc-

tion method [2], [28], [29] is a widely used post-log recon-

struction method for CT. The shifted poisson (SP) method is

a commonly used pre-log reconstruction method. This section

briefly reviews the PWLS and SP method, and compares the

proposed MPG method with them.

A. The SP Method

The SP method shifts noisy CT measurement zi by the

variance of electronic noise σ2, and models the shifted mea-

surement z̃i = zi + σ2 using a Poisson distribution, i.e.,

z̃i ∼ Poisson(ȳi(x) + σ2). (27)

The shifted measurement z̃i has equal mean and variance of

ȳi(x) + σ2. The PDF of z̃i is

P (z̃i : x) =
(ȳi(x) + σ2)(zi+σ2)

(zi + σ2)!
e−(ȳi(x)+σ2). (28)

The corresponding negative log-likelihood for independent

measurements zi is

L̄SP (x) ≡ 〈ȳ(x) + σ2,1〉 − 〈z + σ2, log(ȳ(x) + σ2〉.
(29)

With the same regularization (12) and the characteristic func-

tion for non-negativity constraint used in the MPG model (9),

the SP reconstruction problem can be written as

x̂SP = argmin
x
L̄SP (x) + λ‖Cx‖1 + χB(x). (30)

We apply ADMM to solve the SP reconstruction problem (30),

as described in Supplementary Material VI.

B. PWLS Reconstruction

PWLS is a post-log reconstruction method that requires one

to take the logarithm of the noisy measurements zi. To obtain

line integrals p̂i, a small positive value ε is typically used to

replace non-positive and zero measurement elements [15], i.e.,

p̂i = log

(
Ii

max(zi, ε)

)
. (31)

The statistical weight wi in PWLS that considers electronic

noise is [6], [15],

wi =
max(zi, ε)

2

max(zi, ε) + σ2
. (32)

With the same regularization (12) and the characteristic func-

tion for nonnegativity constraint used in the MPG model (9),

the PWLS reconstruction problem can be written as follows,

x̂PWLS = argmin
x

1

2
‖Ax− p̂‖2W + λ‖Cx‖1 + χB(x)

(33)

where W = diag(wi) and p̂ ∈ R
Nd has elements of p̂i. We

apply the ADMM algorithm proposed in [30] to solve the

PWLS reconstruction problem (33).

C. Comparison

For PWLS reconstruction, the logarithm simply cannot be

directly taken on noisy measurements for low dose CT imaging

because the measurements may have negative and zero values.

To take the logarithm, it is necessary to correct the non-

positive values in measurements. Due to correction of non-

positive values and nonlinearity of logarithm, estimating sta-

tistical weights for post-log sinogram is a challenging problem.

Both correction of non-positive measurements and unmatched

weights can introduce bias in the reconstructed images.

The SP model (27) requires the shifted measurements z̃i
to be nonnegative, which may not be satisfied for ULDCT

imaging [5]. The SP model (27) uses a Poisson distribution

with mean and variance of ȳi(x) + σ2 to model the shifted

measurements zi + σ2, i.e.,

Poisson(ȳi(x) + σ2) ∼ Poisson(ȳi(x)) +N(0, σ2) + σ2.
(34)

For the two independence Poisson distributions

Poisson(ȳi(x)) and Poisson(σ2), the sum of them is a

Poisson distribution, i.e.,

Poisson(ȳi(x)) + Poisson(σ2) = Poisson(ȳi(x) + σ2).
(35)

The SP model is equivalent to using a Poisson distribution

Poisson(σ2) to model the shifted electronic noise N(0, σ2)+
σ2 in (34) that is a Gaussian distribution. Comparing with

the original Poisson + Gaussian distribution (1) that has a

mean of yi(x) calculated in (3), the SP model has a larger

signal mean yi(x) + σ2 which increases with the increase of

electronic noise variance σ2. For low dose CT imaging where

photon starvation happens and electronic noise dominates,

the SP model needs to correct negative values in shifted

measurements, which introduces bias in the reconstructed
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images. The proposed MPG model has the same signal mean

as the original Poisson + Gaussian distribution. The MPG

method directly reconstruct images from noisy measurements

even if there are non-positive values, without introducing bias

through correcting measurements.

IV. RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed method, MPG, using XCAT phan-

tom [31] and synthetic sinogram data from a clinical CT scan,

and compare its performance with those of the FBP, PWLS

and SP method. Both SP and MPG reconstruct images from

uncorrected pre-log data and require knowledge of electronic

noise variance on a CT scanner. This kind of pre-log data

and electronic noise variance value are proprietary to CT

venders, especially for ULDCT imaging. We generated pre-log

measurements using a CT volume reconstructed from clinical

data at regular dose, and added electronic noise at different

levels to produce synthetic ULDCT sinogram data. Some

elements of ULDCT measurements z were non-positive. The

proposed MPG method can directly use these measurements

in reconstruction without any pre-processing. We generated

sinogram and weight used by FBP and PWLS according to

equation (31), (32) in section III-B. For the SP method, we

replaced negative shifted measurements z̃i < 0 with z̃i = 0.

We used FBP reconstructions to initialize PWLS reconstruc-

tions, and initialized the SP method and the proposed MPG

method with PWLS reconstructions.

A. Evaluation

To compare various methods quantitatively for the XCAT

phantom experiments, we calculated the Root Mean Square Er-

ror (RMSE) and Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) of reconstructions

in a region of interest (ROI). RMSE in (modified) Hounsfield

units (HU) , where air is 0 HU, is defined as

RMSE =

√∑N

j=1(x̂j − xj)2

N
(36)

where xj and x̂j denotes the j-th voxel of the true image

and reconstructed image respectively, and N is the number of

voxels in the ROI. SNR is defined as

SNR = 10 log10

∑N

j=1(x̂j − xj)
2

∑N

j=1(xj − x̄)2
(37)

where x̄ is the mean of N voxels of the groundtruth in the

ROI, i.e., x̄ =
∑

N
i=1 xi

N
.

B. XCAT Phantom Results

We simulated an axial cone-beam CT scan using a 1024×
1024×100 XCAT phantom with ∆x = ∆y = 0.4883 mm and

∆z = 0.625 mm. We generated a 888× 64× 984 noisy sino-

gram with GE LightSpeed cone-beam geometry corresponding

to a monoenergetic source with Ii = 104 and Ii = 5 × 103

incident photons per ray. For Ii = 104 incident photons

per ray, we set the standard deviation of electronic noise σ
to be {20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 100} photons per projection ray

[16], [32]. For the lower dose case, Ii = 5 × 103 incident

photons per ray, we set the standard deviation of electronic

noise σ to be {50, 60, 70, 100} photons per projection ray.

We reconstructed 512 × 512 × 100 volumes with a coarser

grid, where ∆x = ∆y = 0.9766 mm and ∆z = 0.625 mm.

A ROI for 3D reconstruction consisted of the central 64 of

100 axial slices and circular regions in each slice. Figure 1(a)

shows central slices of the true XCAT phantom along three

directions.

(a) XCAT Phantom (b) Clinical Phantom

Fig. 1: True images of the XCAT phantom and clinical data.

The top left, the bottom and the right of each image are the

axial plane, coronal plane and sagittal plane respectively. The

images are displayed with a window of [800,1200] HU.

Table I and Table II show percentages of non-positive mea-

surements, RMSE and SNR of images reconstructed by FBP

with ramp filter, PWLS, SP and the proposed MPG method

for different electronic noise variances at two dose levels of

Ii = 104 and Ii = 5 × 103, respectively. PWLS images have

smaller RMSEs and larger SNRs compared to FBP images

as expected, while SP and MPG improves RMSE and SNR

over PWLS. MPG further decreases RMSE and increases

SNR compared to SP. Figure 2 and Figure 4 show images

reconstructed by FBP, PWLS, SP and the proposed MPG

method for electronic noise variance of {50, 60, 70, 100} at

two dose levels of Ii = 104 and Ii = 5×103, respectively. The

PWLS method decreases noise and removes streak artifacts

from FBP images, while the SP and MPG method further

improve image quality compared to PWLS initializations.

As electronic noise variance σ2 becomes larger, the FBP

images have increased noise and artifacts; the PWLS method

decreases noise and artifacts but introduces bias, especially

at the center region; the SP and MPG method significantly

improves image quality compared with FBP and PWLS; the

MPG method further decreases bias compared with SP. For

small electronic noise variance cases, i.e., σ2 = {20, 30, 40},

the SP and MPG images are visually similar. Figure 3 and

Figure 5 show error images of reconstructions by SP and MPG.

The MPG method better estimates the true image compared

to SP, particularly for large electronic noise variance cases.

C. Synthetic Clinical Data Results

We reconstructed a 420 × 420 × 222 image volume with

∆x = ∆y = 1.1667 mm and ∆z = 0.625 mm using PWLS

with edge-preserving regularizer from a chest region helical

CT scan. The size of the sinogram was 888 × 64 × 3611
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σ2 = 702

σ2 = 1002

FBP PWLS SP MPG

Fig. 2: XCAT phantom reconstructed by FBP (first column), PWLS (second column), SP (third column) and the proposed

MPG method (forth column) for dose of Ii = 104 with variance of electronic noise σ2 = 502 (first row), σ2 = 602 (second

row), σ2 = 702 (third row) and σ2 = 1002 (forth row). All images are displayed using a window of [800, 1200] HU.

Ii = 104, σ2 202 302 402 502 602 702 1002

Non-positive Percentage (%) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.3 4.6

RMSE
FBP 160.1 215.8 263.1 303.7 340.3 372.9 458.9

PWLS 52.3 55.7 60.6 65.8 70.2 76.3 133.3
SP 52.0 53.3 55.5 58.0 60.3 62.1 69.9

MPG 51.8 53.0 55.0 57.0 58.8 60.5 64.1

SNR
FBP 8.3 5.7 4.0 2.7 1.7 1.0 −0.9

PWLS 18.0 17.5 16.7 16.0 15.4 14.7 9.9
SP 18.1 17.8 17.5 17.1 16.8 16.5 15.5

MPG 18.1 17.9 17.6 17.3 17.0 16.7 16.2

TABLE I: Percentages of non-positive values in measurements, RMSE and SNR of images reconstructed by FBP, PWLS, SP

and MPG with different levels of electronic noise for dose of Ii = 104.
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SP

MPG

σ2 = 502 σ2 = 602 σ2 = 702 σ2 = 1002

Fig. 3: Absolute error images of reconstructions by SP (first row) and MPG (second row) for dose of Ii = 104 with variance

of electronic noise σ2 = 502 (first column), σ2 = 602 (second column), σ2 = 702 (third column) and σ2 = 1002 (forth

column). All images are displayed using a window of [0, 100] HU.

Ii = 5× 103, σ2 502 602 702 1002

Non-positive Percentage (%) 4.6 5.5 6.3 8.6

RMSE
FBP 408.3 453.5 493.4 592.2

PWLS 126.2 145.1 162.3 186.9
SP 66.8 70.7 73.7 83.0

MPG 64.4 67.0 69.3 75.5

SNR
FBP 0.2 −0.8 −1.5 −3.1

PWLS 10.3 9.1 8.2 6.9
SP 15.9 15.4 15.0 14.0

MPG 16.2 15.9 15.6 14.8

TABLE II: Percentages of non-positive values in measure-

ments, RMSE and SNR of images reconstructed by FBP,

PWLS, SP and MPG with different levels of electronic noise

for dose of Ii = 5× 103.

and pitch was 1.0 (about 3.7 rotations with rotation time

0.4 seconds). The tube current and tube voltage of the X-ray

source were 750 mA and 120 kVp, respectively. Figure 1(b)

shows the reconstructed clinical volume in axial, coronal

and sagittal view. Using this reconstructed clinical volume,

we generated a synthetic 888 × 64 × 3611 helical CT scan

with mono-energetic source of Ii = 104 incident photons

per ray. We added electronic noise at different levels, i.e.,

σ = {20, 30, 40, 50, 60}, to the generated synthetic pre-log

data. Table III shows percents of non-positive measurements

for difference electronic noise levels. Figure 6 shows images

reconstructed by the FBP, PWLS, SP and MPG method. The

FBP images are full of artifacts and noise, especially when

electronic noise becomes large. The PWLS method initialized

with FBP images improves image quality compared to FBP

images, but produces bias, especially for large electronic

noise cases. The SP method initialized with PWLS images

reconstruct images with less noise and smaller bias, but bias

still exists as electronic noise becomes larger. The MPG

Ii = 104, σ2 202 302 402 502 602

Non-positive Percentage (%) 2.6 4.0 5.2 6.1 6.9

TABLE III: Percentage of non-positive values of the measure-

ments with different electronic noise level when Ii = 104 for

the synthetic clinical data.

method initialized with PWLS images produces images with

smaller bias and less noise compared with SP reconstructions.

The MPG method reconstruct images with the best quality

compared with FBP, PWLS and SP.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel SIR method, called MPG (mixed

Poisson-Gaussian) for ULDCT imaging. MPG method models

the noisy measurements using mixed Poisson-Gaussian distri-

bution which accounts for both quantum noise and electronic

noise that dominates when the X-ray dose is at an ultra-low

level. We used the reweighted least square method to develop a

tractable likelihood function that can be incorporated into SIR

reconstruction framework. The proposed MPG method can

accommodate edge-preserving regularizers that preserve edges

and can be useful for under-sampled data by reducing the

number of views for further dose reduction. We minimize the

MPG cost function using ADMM which divides the original

optimization problem into several sub-problems that are easier

to solve. The proposed MPG method is able to directly use

negative and zero values in the raw data without any pre-

processing. Experimental results on simulated 3D cone-beam

data and synthetic helical scans that generated from clinical

data indicate that the proposed MPG method outperforms the

PWLS and SP method. We were not able to test the proposed

MPG method on pre-log clinical data because this kind of
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σ2 = 502
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σ2 = 702
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FBP PWLS SP MPG

Fig. 4: XCAT phantom reconstructed by FBP (first column), PWLS (second column), SP (third column) and the proposed

MPG method (forth column) for dose of I = 5× 103 with electronic noise variance of σ = 502 (first row), σ = 602 (second

row), σ = 702 (third row) and σ = 1002 (forth row). All images are displayed using a window of [800, 1200] HU.

un-processed ULDCT data is proprietary to CT vendors.

The exact value of electronic noise variance depends on CT

scanners, and is propriety to CT vendors too. We tested the

proposed MPG method for different electronic noise variances

to demonstrate robustness of the MPG method. In future work

we will investigate optimization methods to accelerate MPG

reconstruction.
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Fig. 6: Clinical CT volumes reconstructed by FBP (first column), PWLS (second column), SP (third column) and the proposed

MPG method (forth column) for dose of Ii = 104 with variance of electronic noise σ2 = 202 (first row), σ2 = 302 (second

row), σ2 = 402 (third row), σ2 = 502 (forth row) and σ2 = 602 (fifth row). All images are displayed using a window of

[800, 1200] HU.
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Statistical Image Reconstruction Using Mixed

Poisson-Gaussian Noise Model for X-Ray CT:

Supplementary Material

In this supplementary material, we provide the details of

SP reconstruction problem by ADMM and shifted Poisson

Algorithm.

VI. SP ALGORITHM

Introducing auxiliary variables u ∈ R
Nd ,v ∈ R

Nr ,w ∈
R

Np , we rewrite the SP reconstruction problem (30) as the

following equivalent constrained problem:

arg min
x,u,v

〈Ie−u + σ2,1〉 − 〈z + σ2, log(Ie−u + σ2)〉

+ λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

s.t. u = Ax,v = Cx,w = x. (38)

To simplify, we reformulate (38) as the following constrained

optimization problem, where the constraints are written as a

linear transform,

argminx,u,v,w DSP (u) + λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

s.t. Px = (Ax,Cx,x)T = (u,v,w)T (39)

where

DSP (u) = 〈Ie−u + σ2,1〉 − 〈z + σ2, log(Ie−u + σ2)〉.
(40)

The augmented Lagrange function of the optimization problem

(39) is defined as:

LSP (x,u,v,w, b) = DSP (u) + λ‖v‖1 + χc(w)

+〈b,Px− (u,v,w)T 〉+ 1

2
‖Px− (u,v,w)T ‖2µ

(41)

where b = (b1, b2, b3)
T , b1 ∈ R

Nd , b2 ∈ R
Nr , b3 ∈

R
Np have the same size as Ax,Cx,x respectively, µ >

0 is the penalty parameter. ADMM updates the sequence

(x(j),u(j),v(j),w(j), b(j)) as,





x(j+1) = 〈b(j),Px− (u(j),v(j),w(j))T 〉
+

1

2
‖Px− (u(j),v(j),w(j))T ‖2µ, (42a)

(u(j+1),v(j+1),w(j+1))

= arg min
u,v,w

LSP (x
(j+1),u,v,w, b(j)), (42b)

b(j+1) = b(j) + µ(Px(j+1) − (u(j+1),v(j+1),w(j+1))T ).

(42c)

We solve (42a) by the same method as (19). We solve (42b)

separately for u,v,w and in parallel. Subproblem of u(j+1)

is

u(j+1) =argmin
u

DSP (u) + 〈b(j)1 , Ax(j+1) − u〉

+
µ1

2
‖Ax(j+1) − u‖22. (43)

It is a smooth, differentiable and separable problem for each

ui. Subproblem of v(j+1),w(j+1) are the same as (23) and

(24) respectively. The dual variable b are updated straightfor-

wardly as given in (42c). The primal and dual residual for

ADMM updates in (42) as the stopping criteria are computed

in (25) and (26). Algorithm 2 summarizes the optimization

algorithm of the SP method.

Algorithm 2 Shifted Poisson Algorithm

Input. x(0) , λ, µ1, µ2, µ3.
Initial u(0) = Ax(0) , v(0) = Cx(0), w(0) = x(0) , b(0) =
(b

(0)
1 , b

(0)
2 , b

(0)
3 ) = 0 , Maxiter, tol, j = 1.

while ‖r(j)‖ > tol, ‖d(j)‖ > tol, j < Maxiter do

Solve for x(j+1) by applying CG iterations to (19).

Compute u(j+1) by solving (43).
Solve for w(j+1) using (23).
Solve for w(j+1) using (24).

b
(j+1)
1 = b

(j)
1 + µ1(Ax(j+1) − u(j+1)).

b
(j+1)
2 = b

(j)
2 + µ2(Cx(j+1) − v(j+1)).

b
(j+1)
3 = b

(j)
3 + µ3(x(j+1) −w(j+1)).

j = j + 1.
end while
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